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1. INTRODUCTION: 
 

A browser hijacker is a type of malware program that alters any computer's browser settings so that user is redirected 

to those web sites that user does not want to visit and user had not any kind of intention to visit those web sites 

.Browser hijacking is also known as hijackware. Most of the browser hijackers alter the  default home pages and 

search pages to those web sites and web pages where attacker want to generate traffic .Browser hijacker use browser 

hijacking so that they can make earnings by generating traffic of their desired web sites and web pages .Most of the 

browser hijacker are attached to advertising groups that pays them for making such type of attacks so that they can 

promote their products ,websites ,web pages etc .So ,browser hijacking includes hackers and advertisers that pay 

money to hijackers that performs browser hijacking attacks.  

 

2. OBJECTIVE: The browser hijacker’s objectives are- 

 For setting the default page of user’s home page of the browser by the web page that is set by the attacker. 

 For generating a huge traffic on the websites, that’s why browser hijacker attackers use this attack. 
 It is a type of unwanted program that changes the  browser’s  default settings without  taking the   permission 

of user. 

 Used for making hits to a specific website forcefully for growing the advertising income. 

 

3. WORKING:  
 

Most of programs that are made for hijacking, alters the default configurations of the browsers and replaces the URL 

that is entered by the user with the URL and attacker want to open on  the client’s browser  . Most of programs that are 
made for hijacking , alters the default configurations of the browsers and replaces the URL that is entered by the user 

with the URL and attacker want to open on  the client’s browser. Some Browser hijack attacks are so dangerous that 
take the browser’s cookies data from the victim's computer for using the online accounts on which victim is logged in. 

                                              
                                                             

                                                               Fig. 1: Working of Browser Hijacking Attack 

Abstract: Hackers like to use most of their time to hack websites of various financial institutions like banks, 

Government’s websites and military ‘s websites which contains highly top secret information. It is a type of 

Session Hijacking. The main purpose of this research paper is to give a concise Introduction to the browser 

hijacking on the application level. It is caused  by unwanted guest on the browser.   
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4. EXPERIMENAL RESULTS:  

These are some software that It should be check that whether your system is infected with the browser’s hijack attack. 
An infected system with the Browser Hijacker attack face many type of errors like  instability of the browser  and 

many other issues as well. Sometimes browser’s default homepage is set by the unwanted guest on the browser to the 
adult websites due to such browser attacks .In such situations it become very difficult for the user to eliminate such 

kind of unwanted guests from the browser by using only various antivirus programs. It should be check that whether 

your system is infected with the browser’s hijack attack. An infected system with the Browser Hijacker attack face 
many type of errors like  instability of the browser  and many other issues as well. Sometimes browser’s default 
homepage is set by the unwanted guest on the browser to the adult websites due to such browser attacks .In such 

situations it become very difficult for the user to eliminate such kind of unwanted guests from the browser by using 

only various antivirus programs .These steps can be performed to get rid of from such kind of attacks- 

 

 Keep up-to-date with updates: In order to eliminate various   vulnerabilities, user should stay current with 

patches and use anti-malware updates for user’s browsers, operating system, ,and other software. 

 

 Using anti-virus programs on regular basis: For using anti virus program on daily basis auto scanning 

option can be used. 

 

 Try to avoid plug-ins from unknown sources: User should try to avoid the installation of the plug-ins from 

unknown or sources that are not trusted.  

 

 Stay Informed: When you are in doubt about a plug-in before installation, then internet can be used for help 

,because many Social networking sites may contain various posts related to well known   attacks which are 

caused by installing various plug ins , so you will stay informed in this way. 

 

 Using anti-spyware program: well reputed and good anti-spyware programs exist in the market that can be 

used in case whenever your browser hijacked by any unwanted guest or attack. 
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6. CONCLUSION:  

In the upcoming two years the Browser hijacking infections will continue to grow as online marketing grows and 

attackers will increasingly use advertising as their major infection vector in future. Browser hijacking attacks 

increased over the past few days, and the procedures used to spread these infections have also increased at high rate. 

Browser hijackers are exploiting various trusted brands to cover up their malicious intentions. By using some basic 

tips like not installing plug ins from unknown sources, such kind of attacks can be avoided  
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